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New Year Brings a New Start for Clinicians at Ability
college capstone team.
What Cara says she hoped for,
though, was to meet the patients
who were affected by her work.
Her research led her to the O&P
profession. Cara looked for an
opportunity to meet a clinician to
learn more about O&P. She found
one at Ability Prosthetics
& Orthotics’ Hanover,
Pennsylvania, office.
“After one day of
observing, I was
in love with the
field, the devices
and the patients,”
she says. “I tell
my patients that
I have the best job
in the world, and I Dominick Baronio
mean it.” Cara says she
is continually inspired and
driven by the direct impact clinicians can make in the lives of their
patients by providing a prosthesis
or an orthosis.
While Dominick, Leah and Cara
each came to their O&P careers in
their own ways, they share a common bond: they will be clinicians at
Ability Prosthetics & Orthotics.
Cara attended Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, where she studied biomedical engineering with a
concentration in biomechanics and
graduated in 2016. She will graduate
from the Baylor College of Medicine’s O&P master of science degree
program in December. “Baylor’s
program is unique as our degree
and our National Commission on
Orthotic and Prosthetic Education
(NCOPE) residency are co-terminal,
which means I’ll graduate as a

board-eligible clinician,” says Cara,
who completed an 18-month O&P
residency in a rotation format,
spending three months at six different locations. Cara called that
experience “an amazing opportunity”
to learn from some of the best clinicians around the country. “I had the
opportunity to rotate through

“

I realized
my dream to
pursue a

“

W

hen Dominick
Baronio was shadowing his aunt,
an orthopedic
surgeon, at Shiners
Hospitals for Children in Tampa,
Florida, during the summer of 2014,
he observed the parents of two boys.
One of the toddlers had come to the
hospital to receive transfemoral
prostheses. Dominick says he
remembers watching the parents,
knowing they were not optimistic
that their son would be able to walk
as well as the other children.
That changed quickly, however,
when the prosthetist fitted the
prostheses for the child. “The boy
took off running down the hallway,
and that’s when the tears started to
flow,” Dominick remembers.
It was watching that little boy
dashing down the hallways that
Dominick says he knew what he
wanted to do with his life. “I realized
my dream to pursue a career in
O&P,” he says.
Leah Senator saw a career in
O&P as an avenue to pursue her
interests in anatomy and biomechanics as well as the ability to
help and serve others. “I enjoy
problem-solving and creativity,”
she says. “I saw O&P as a way to
apply my skills to engage in making
someone’s life better.”
Cara Elizabeth Yocum received
her bachelor’s degree in biomedical
engineering and learned she had
a passion for problem-solving and
medical device design. She holds a
patent for a surgical implant for
correction of lumbar spondylolisthesis that was designed by her

career in O&P.

small, medium and large O&P
companies as well as two of the best
children’s hospitals in the country,”
she says.
As a board-eligible prosthetist at
Ability’s Hagerstown, Maryland,
office, Cara will be involved in evaluations and measurements for patients
as well as design, fit and alignment of
a prosthesis or an orthosis. Cara says
she is excited to see patients during
all parts of the treatment plan,
including changing a component as
a patient’s functional level changes, repairing a socket, replacing an
orthosis when a child goes through a
growth spurt or consulting with new
patients who have had amputations.
She says she plans to “hit the
ground running” when she starts in
January. Her first goal is to complete
the orthotic and prosthetic board
exams to be recognized as a CPO.

on the cover: Hannah and Jennah Finneyfrock. Photo by Lyn Leland Photography.
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I tell my patients that I have the best

“

job in the world, and I mean it.

“Another goal I have is to foster
relationships with therapists and
physicians in the Hagerstown area in
order to collaborate as part of an interdisciplinary care team,” she says.
Cara says she likes the fast-paced
environment at Ability. “I had the
opportunity to complete my fifth
rotation at Ability this summer and
I found myself thriving in that environment,” she says. “I am excited
to join a team that demonstrates
the value of progress, innovation
and lifelong learning. I’m inspired
by the use of outcome measures and
evidence-based practice at Ability.”
Dominick received his bachelor’s
degree in exercise science with a
pre-physical therapy concentration
and a minor in psychology from
West Chester University of Pennsylvania. He graduated in December 2016. He is earning his master’s
degree in O&P at the Northwestern
University Prosthetics-Orthotics
Center (NUPOC) and expects to
graduate in the spring. He will be
residency eligible in April. Dominick says he is eager to help people
with limb loss and limb difference
achieve their goals and maintain
their independence. “I will acquire
valuable clinical experience to supplement my primary education so
that I can become a well-rounded
practitioner,” he says. “I hope to
learn from pediatric, adult and
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“

I saw O&P as a way
to apply my skills
to engage in making

“

Cara Yocum

geriatric populations so that I can
optimize my potential as I work
toward becoming a CPO.”
As a resident prosthetist at
Ability’s office in Mechanicsburg,
Pennsylvania, Dominick says in
addition to the patients who choose
to receive care at Ability, he can’t
wait to continue to obtain valuable skills from coworkers Eric
Shoemaker, MS, CPO, and Chad
Stalter, MSPO, CPO. “There will
be a variety of tasks that I will be
required to perform, from
utilizing deductive
reasoning to isolate
the best treatment
for an individual
to listening to a
patient so that
they are satisfied
with their final
prosthesis or
orthosis.”
Dominick says
Leah Senator
what he likes about
being at Ability is being
inspired by the patient-focused
care throughout the company,
and the patient care coordinators,
practitioners, administrative staff
and management. “It is evident that
Ability searches for employees that
have the desire and motivation to
put patients first,” he says. In addition, Dominick says he is impressed
by the effort and compassion that
the administrative staff demonstrates when handling patient care
behind the scenes.
Leah’s role at Ability as a resident
prosthetist/orthotist will be to bolster her skills and knowledge of the
field, develop effective patient care
practices and contribute to the com-

pany’s success. She attended Messiah
College and received a degree in
athletic training in 2015. Leah will
graduate with a master’s degree from
NUPOC in 2019, after which she
will begin her residency at Ability. “I
hope to gain exposure to a variety of
technologies, be an advocate for my
patients and become a well-rounded
practitioner,” she says.
Like Dominick and Cara, Leah
says it is the people at Ability who
make the office successful. “Ability
is full of compassionate, knowledgeable and hardworking employees,”

someone’s life better.

she says. “The people
here will take the time
and put in the effort to help
the patient get what they need, and
I am excited to learn from them.”
When the newest members of the
Ability team are not at work, they
each enjoy the outdoors.
As a Pennsylvania local, Leah
says she spends much of her time
hiking and gardening or reading a
book in her hammock. Cara grew up
snowboarding and skiing and hopes
to get involved in teaching adaptive
skiing and snowboarding. She is also
a fan of the Washington Capitals.
Dominick loves kayaking, camping, fishing and woodworking. And
he’s always looking for fun, new
restaurants and recipes to try—and
suggestions are welcome, he says.
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Ability News
BRANDT NAMED TO AOPA BOARD

Limb Disassembly
Day Nets 500 Pounds
of Components

JEFFREY M. BRANDT, CPO, CEO AND FOUNDER of Ability Prosthetics
& Orthotics, Exton, Pennsylvania, has been named to
the board of directors for the American Orthotic
& Prosthetic Association (AOPA). Brandt will
ABILITY PROSTHETICS & ORTHOTICS’
serve as treasurer; his two-year term began
most recent Limb Disassembly Day was
December 1.
organized by the Charlotte, North Carolina,
Brandt, who has been a member of
office
and held November 7 at the Lake Norman
AOPA for 20 years, says being on the
YMCA
in Davidson. This was the first time the
board is a chance for him to give back
event was held at this location, a perfect setting
to the profession, “plain and simple.”
with a large open pavilion overlooking Lake
“I have watched from the audience as an
Norman. Planning for this event starts months
AOPA member,” he says. “It now feels like the right time to serve.
in
advance, says Cody Smith, CPO, who works at
I look forward to contributing my time, experience and most
Ability’s
Charlotte office and helped organize the
importantly, serving on behalf of the needs of the members.”
event. Coordination must be done to find a suitable
venue that has enough space for all the components and
volunteers, he says. “We like to choose locations that
have special meaning to us or our volunteers, whether
that be the lake where
adaptive water skiing is
ABILITY PROSTHETICS & ORTHOTICS is getting
held or the arena for the
ready to kick off its “10 Days of Giving 2018”
local sled hockey team,”
to celebrate the holiday season. Beginning
he says.
December 14, Ability P&O will be honoring
About 15 people
10 organizations, one in each of its markets,
attended the Limb
to receive $500. The season of giving will
Disassembly Day with
continue through Christmas Eve and each
support from Ability and Adaptive Sports & Adventures Program
day a new winner will be announced.
(ASAP). Jennifer Moore, ASAP coordinator, helped organize
Don’t forget to check your email daily to
volunteers through ASAP who assisted Ability in collecting,
learn which deserving organization Ability
disassembling, organizing, and packing the donated prostheses. “We
P&O will honor for its commitment to
had a large amount of donated prostheses, but our volunteers worked
helping others in need.
so hard that we were able to quickly disassemble and package the
donations,” Smith says. “Every time I turned around, someone else was
ready for a new prosthesis to disassemble.”
Ability received roughly 75 donated prostheses for the latest event,
Smith says. Donations included pediatric prostheses, upper extremity
prostheses, microprocessor knees, and powered ankles. Donated prostheses
were collected locally as well as across the country. “We were able to
send 500 pounds of prosthetic components,” Smith says. “We had so many
donations we had to rent a box truck to move everything between the office
and the pavilion.”
The devices were sent to Range of Motion Project (ROMP) in Denver, where
the components will be sent to ROMP clinics in Guatemala and Ecuador. (Jeff
Brandt, CPO, CEO and founder of Ability P&O, also travelled to Denver on
December 6, to accept ROMP’s Empowerment Through Mobility Award for 2018.)
“I believe that this was one of the larger Limb Disassembly Days we’ve had, but
ENHANCING.
it is hard to compare because the events have always been successful,” Smith says.
EMPOWERING.
FREEDOM.
“Ability is becoming known as the place to send old prostheses so they can be donated
INDEPENDENCE.
to those in need.”

’TIS THE SEASON FOR

10 DAYS OF GIVING

10

ability
DAYS
OF GIVING
GIVING.
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Comfort has a standard
®

The Flex Foam Orthosis from
Spinal Technology, Inc.

Posterior View

The soft interior foam combined external rigid frame
allows your patient the comfort they need
Our patented Flex Foam® orthosis is designed for your patients that cannot tolerate
a rigid orthosis. The Flex Foam® offers a softer inner layer for the relief of bony
prominences while a combination of dense outer foam and rigid external frame
supports the torso. The detachable rigid external frame provides support and can
be strategically trimmed to improve anterior, lateral and posterior rotary control as
indicated by treatment goals.
Contact Ability P&O at 610 873 6773 to learn more about the Flex Foam® orthosis.
191 Mid Tech Drive West Yarmouth, MA 02673

800 253 7868

spinaltech.com

TLSO & LSO Designs

Achieve Ability
Randy Bidinger

Amputation Didn’t Stop Motorcyclist’s
Passion for Riding
ON A WARM FRIDAY late in the afternoon in July 2010,
Randy Bidinger suffered a severe injury to his right foot
when he collided with a car while riding his motorcycle.
Randy and his wife had each ridden their motorcycle to
her job near East Berlin, Pennsylvania, and he was about
five minutes from home when the accident happened.

“The ambulance arrived within a few minutes and I was
conscious the entire time,” says Randy, who was wearing a
helmet when he was hit. “My wife was notified about the
accident at work. The doctor told her up front that I could
lose my leg.”
After several surgeries and months of trying to heal, a
turning point came when an infection in his injured foot set
in and led to a transtibial amputation.
That’s when staff from Ability P&O stepped forward and
introduced themselves, says Randy, who has two sons and
works for a government agency that regulates and tests drugs
and medical devices. “From my first home visit to prepare me
Randy has had hydraulic ankles in the past, “but
for my leg until now, Tom Martin has been my go-to guy.”
he’s broken them several times,” Tom says. Randy
Randy says. “Tom knows my lifestyle and always considers
now has a RUSH Hi Pro®, a glass composite foot that
that when choosing products for me to try.”
is durable and dynamic and accommodates his active
Randy says Tom knew from the beginning that it
lifestyle—especially riding his motorcycle, biking and
wasn’t a question if he would ride his motorcycle again,
doing yardwork.
but merely a matter of when. “I totally get it when
Randy embraced motorcycle riding again as soon as
riders choose not to ride again after an injury, and
he could (his wife, however, decided to give up riding).
sometimes the choice is made for you,” Randy says.
“I currently have two bikes,” he says. “The one I enjoy the
“I considered riding again as part of my rehab. It is
most right now is one I put together from parts given to
a big part of my identity.” Randy says even before
me, parts I found and parts I made.”
the amputation, “I could picture myself riding
On the pre-1973 British bikes, the rear brake petal is on the
with a prosthetic leg.”
left, which is an advantage for Randy. “After installing a homeTom Martin, MS, CP, BOCO, was going to
made hand shift on the right side, I was all set. My prosthetic
school at Northwestern University Prostheticsfoot rests on a modified bass drum petal.” Randy says it’s key for
Orthotics Center and completing his residenhim that his prosthesis is simple and works well. “That’s importcy at Ability P&O’s York office when he met
ant,” he says. “Being a machinist, it’s always tempting to tweak it
Randy soon after his amputation. Randy
on my own, but Tom is patient with me. It’s always good to have
was originally fitted with a prosthetic
routine check-ups to avoid possible failures.”
socket with pin locking suspension,
Tom says he sees Randy about every three months, usually for
Tom says. “It was easy for him to don
socket modifications. And when Randy comes, Tom knows he’s likely
and doff, and he has stuck with that
to receive a personalized gift from his client. “Randy is the only patient
suspension ever since,” he says. Since
who brings me CDs of various music every year,” Tom says. “He picks a
Randy received his first prosthesis in
variety of music and puts them on a CD and prints a custom cover and
2011, it has been replaced twice and
the brings them to his appointment.”
he has had one socket replacement.
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PRO-FLEX LP ALIGN
®

Stay aligned
Here we go again! Introducing Pro-Flex LP Align, the
newest addition to the Pro-Flex Family, which integrates
up to 2 3/4" of easy push-button heel height adjustability
with the dynamics of the 3-blade Pro-Flex design.
So you can maintain proper alignment across a variety
of everyday footwear, from sandals and bare feet to
sneakers and dress shoes.

NEW!
Pro-Flex LP Align
Push button for easy
adjustment

2 3/4"

Contact Ability P&O at 610.873.6733 to learn more,
or visit ossur.com/proflex-family.

USA (800) 233-6263
WWW.OSSUR.COM

CANADA (800) 663-5982
WWW.OSSUR.CA

© Össur, 08.2018

WCR SHAPES

the Lives of Young Wearers

DURING THE SUMMER OF 2017, MARK
Lavallee, MD, CSCS, FACSM, asked Marlies
Cabell, CPO, currently with Ability P&O’s office in Frederick, Maryland, if she was aware
of the Wood Cheneau Rigo (WCR) scoliosis
thoracic lumbar sacral orthotic (TLSO) for
treatment of idiopathic scoliosis because he
had a patient whose parents had gone to
the Align Clinic in San Mateo, California, to
have a WCR delivered. Marlies told him that
she usually prescribed the Boston brace,
which was the only standard orthosis for the
treatment and care of scoliosis at Ability.

AT TOP LEFT, JACQUELYN KOUMA, MARLIES CABELL,
AUSTIN HOKE, AND HANNAH AND JENNAH
FINNEYFROCK. Photos by Lyn Leland Photography.
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arlies has since
become certified to
provide the WCR
spinal brace to correct
adolescent idiopathic scoliosis. She
is the eighth clinician and the first
woman in the country to complete
the training and receive certification from Grant Wood, MSc, CO,
cofounder of the Align Clinic and
creator of the WCR orthosis.
“The difference in the approach
[of the WCR and Boston braces]
to scoliosis can be explained as
comparing apples to bicycles,”
Marlies says.
The Boston brace is a symmetrical
brace that applies pressure along
the body’s entire trunk and provides
two-dimensional scoliosis correction.
The WCR orthosis is asymmetrical
and only applies pressure to the apex
of the curves and provides threedimensional correction. Unlike the
Boston brace, which is made of a
thicker, heavier plastic, the WCR
orthosis is made of thin thermoplastic that has better ventilation and
is more cosmetically pleasing,
Marlies says.
The expansion areas of the WCR
allow the patient to breathe easier,
while the pressure of the Boston
brace along the trunk makes it more
difficult for the patient to breathe.
The Boston brace is easy to fit and
requires less time and labor to fabricate and fit, according to the Align
Clinic; by comparison, the WCR
TLSO is hand-modified in-house in
California and requires an orthotist

800.455.0058

with advanced training to evaluate,
cast, and fit correctly. WCR bracing
treatment employs a multidisciplinary approach using feedback from
the patient’s prescribing physician
and physical therapist combined with
a WCR certified orthotist’s skill. The
measurements, X-rays, and clinical
photos are used to design and fabricate a custom-made WCR.
Three of Ability P&O’s patients
share their stories about how they
learned they had scoliosis, started
using the WCR orthosis and what
wearing the treatment means to
them.

The WCR orthosis
is asymmetrical and only
applies pressure to the apex
of the curves and provides
three-dimensional
correction.

AUSTIN HOKE

In the summer of 2014, Austin
Hoke’s chiropractor discovered
the curve in Austin’s spine. The
chiropractor gave Austin a heel
lift and a pamphlet about scoliosis,
says Austin’s mother, Kelly. The
family contacted Austin’s pediatrician for a referral to an orthopedic
physician, who suggested that
Kelly take her son to see Lavallee.
“Dr. Lavallee monitored Austin’s
condition from our first appointment with him in October 2014 and
recommended Ability P&O when
Austin’s curve worsened and a back
brace was needed,” says Kelly, a
claims assistant for an insurance
company.
Austin, 15, received a Boston
brace in April 2015 while being
treated by a different provider at
Ability’s office in York, Pennsylvania. In spring 2016 he began seeing

Fall 2018
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AUSTIN HOKE ONLY
HAS TO WEAR THE
WCR SIX MORE
MONTHS.

Marlies. Austin’s mother
says she was confident in
the care they were receiving from Marlies and
Ability. “They stated that
the benefit of the Boston
brace was that, if worn
correctly, it would stop his
curve from getting worse,”
Kelly says. “We understood
that it would not correct
the curve he already had
but would prevent it from
getting worse.”
It was Lavallee who told
Kelly about the WCR.
“He thought Austin would
make a good candidate
for it,” she says. “He
explained that it was the
first new brace in 30 years
for treating scoliosis, and
he was very excited that
it was now available to
patients in our area. I have
complete confidence in
Dr. Lavallee’s professional opinion, so I said yes
immediately,” she says.
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Austin is
studying precision
metal machining
at his technical
high school and
hopes to work as a
machinist with a
motor sports team
when he is older.
He says the WCR
is more uncomfortable than the
Boston brace
because “the WCR
is molded more
specifically to my
body with the goal
of untwisting it.”
However, he says
he likes the WCR
brace because it
“untwists” his
spine and works on
correcting the curve.
There is more good
news for Austin. Because
of his bone maturity, he
will start weaning himself
out of wearing the WCR
over the next six months,
Marlies says.
Kelly and her son like
the enthusiasm that
Marlies has for her
profession and the WCR.
She says the Ability office
works well with Lavallee’s
office regarding Austin’s
appointments and X-rays.
“She is always sure to
remind Austin why he is
wearing the WCR even if it
is not the most comfortable
thing for him,” Kelly says.
“Marlies is always making
improvements to his WCR
so that it is not hurting
him, and she encourages
him at every visit, letting
him know the benefit
this will be to his future
health.”

JACQUELYN KOUMA

Jacquelyn Kouma was 12
years old in 2016 when she
and her parents were told
she had scoliosis, a diagnosis that was confirmed a
year later when Jacquelyn
participated in Pennsylvania’s mandated scoliosis
screenings for sixth and
seventh grade students.
However, when Jacquelyn went to her family
physician in the summer
of 2017, she was told that
it was nothing to worry
about and would likely not
cause future problems.
That fall, however, when
the rib hump on her right
side was noticeable and
the skin around it was
red and sore, Jacquelyn’s
parents took her to an
urgent care clinic. “There
we happened to meet Dr.
Lavallee, who prescribed
a back brace for me pretty

much on the spot,” Jacquelyn says. “It was the only
action we’ve ever taken in
treatment, and the curves
were not severe enough
for surgery to be necessary,
but we had to push to get
the brace quickly because
of insurance coverage.”
It was Lavallee who
introduced Jacquelyn and
her parents to Marlies and
Ability, where Jacquelyn
has been going for treatment for the last year. She
says her family decided
to try the WCR as they
learned about the differences between it and the
Boston brace. Jacquelyn
says her family appreciated that the WCR orthosis
is designed to correct the
spinal curve rather than
just keeping it from progressing.
Jacquelyn, a freshman
at York Suburban High

JACQUELYN KOUMA
WAS 12 IN 2016 WHEN
SHE LEARNED SHE HAD
SCOLIOSIS.

AbilityPO.com
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ENHANCING.

EMPOWERING.
FREEDOM.
INDEPENDENCE.
GIVING.
ENSURING THE QUALITY
OF LIFE IS RESTORED TO
THOSE IN NEED.

is a Proud Supporter of

School, York, Pennsylvania, has been swimming
competitively since she
was in the sixth grade. For
the best results, Jacquelyn
says she only removes the
orthosis when she swims
or has band practice. “I began taking [the orthosis]
off for all physical activities, performances and
later for band practice and
certain social activities."
Though her swimming
season has stalled because
of medical complications,
Jacquelyn says she plans
to run on her high school’s
track team when preseason begins. “This system
allows me the confidence
that I usually get to wear it
about 20 hours a day every
day rather than trying to
wear it for a certain number of hours and working
around that goal.”
Jacquelyn says she loves
the care she receives from
Ability and Marlies. “She’s
the nicest person I’ve ever
met,” Jacquelyn says.

HANNAH AND JENNAH
FINNEYFROCK
Six-year-old Hannah
Finneyfrock is eight
seconds older than her
identical twin sister,
Jennah. Since it is not
unusual for identical twins
to have much in common,
it likely came as no surprise to their parents that
if one of their twins had
scoliosis, the other would
as well.
The twins’ early onset
scoliosis was discovered
about two years ago by
their physician during a
routine physical exam,
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says their father, Damion,
who has lived in Fairfield,
Pennsylvania, for 14 years.
“Their doctor noticed
something irregular with
their backs when they
bent over,” he says.
After the twins’ initial
diagnosis, their parents,
Damion and Lacey (who
passed away in July), took
Hannah and Jennah to a
specialist. Almost immediately the twins’ parents
were unhappy with the
specialist’s recommendation for surgery. They
didn’t believe that he
had the best interest of
the twins at heart, says
Damion, a construction
fiber slicer for Verizon,
where he has worked for 23
years. “The doctor was not
on board with the brace
and wanted to operate,” he
says. “My wife and I believed that we should not
try to operate right away
and give this new brace a
try. An operation seems like
it should be the last resort.
I think money was on his
mind and not the welfare of
my daughters.”
After a handful of
frustrating appointment
with different specialists,
Damion says they learned
about Marlies and Ability
P&O. The WCR is the
only spinal brace the twins
have worn, their father
says. “This [orthosis]
seemed like it was the best
choice to help the children
live their most comfortable
lives possible,” he says. “It
seems like it gets the job
done, which ultimately is
the goal, without terribly
disturbing the social life

TWINS HANNAH AND
JENNAH FINNEYFROCK
HAVE NOT LET SCOLIOSIS
DETER THEIR LOVE OF
SPORTS.

or sporting activities of
my girls,” Damion says of
the twins who both play
soccer and are taking
Taekwondo lessons.
The WCR is the best
option for an orthotic
TLSO to correct the girls’
scoliosis, Marlies says.
“Both Jennah and Hannah
are wearing the WCR, and
they are very compliant
with their wear times,” she
says. “[This] will satisfy
[those who] think this
correctional type of scoliosis TLSO should only be
applied to teens—not the
case. The derotation principles [or unwinding of the
spine] is not age dependent. Honestly, whenever
a curve is progressing,
then the most effective
scoliosis TLSO should be
applied to that spine.”

Damion believes that
most of the time his daughters don’t mind wearing
their orthoses. “They don’t
even know it’s on,” he says.
When they do find it too
restrictive, he explains
to them that the brace is
better than the alternative,
which is surgery. “Saying
that, my girls make sure
that not a day goes by that
Daddy does not forget that
they do get a short break
from wearing the brace,”
he says.
The twins will be in the
WCR until they reach
bone maturity between
16 and 18 years old,
Marlies says. Damion says
he is hopeful the WCR
will work. “Do I know if
it is going to work, no,” he
says. “I just pray this is the
best solution.”
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Discover
A progressive selection of PROSTHETIC
and ORTHOTIC components.
NOW FEATURING THE INNOVATIVE

COLLECTION

Caleb Brewer, Ret. US Army Sergeant First Class
AK/BK Bilateral, ALLUX MPK, RUSH Foot HiPro®

1236 West Southern Avenue #101, Tempe, AZ 85282 • 855.450.7300
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Maximizing Outcomes

Ability Initiates Orthotic
Outcomes Research

START-UP WINS FUNDING
TO IMPROVE SELF-ALIGNING
PROSTHESIS

THE CERTIFIED PROSTHETISTS/ORTHOTISTS at Ability
ENGINEERS AT IMPULSE TECHNOLOGY recently
P&O routinely implement the most effective orthotic
partnered with Ability P&O to receive a U.S. Demanagement of two special patient populations. That is
partment of Defense (DOD) small business innovawhy Ability has initiated research protocols to retrotion research contract. The team aims to improve the
spectively review and analyze patient outcomes after
misalignment and socket pressures that patients with
treatment with Wood Cheneau Rigo (WCR) scoliosis
lower-limb amputations experience when walking on
orthoses and cranial remolding orthoses.
uneven ground or when their prostheses are not optimally
For patients with idiopathic scoliosis, a custom
aligned. For many patients, this problem can make using
spinal orthosis is the only conservative treatment
a prosthesis uncomfortable, limit their participation in life
keeping them from undergoing spinal surgery.
and even increase the risk of skin issues on their residual
Ability P&O has recently extended the availabililimbs. The research contract will allow Impulse Technology to
ty of the innovative WCR scoliosis orthosis to all
translate its invention into the clinical setting and work with
of its clinical care locations. The WCR orthosis
Ability P&O to evaluate the design in a clinical trial.
exceeds accepted standard of care for this popThe self-aligning prosthetic adapter from Impulse Technology
ulation by addressing the spinal curvature in
is a passive component that can be integrated with either the
3D. Recently, Ability received an exemption
prosthetic socket or foot or as an add-on component between them.
from an institutional review board (IRB)
It is designed to automatically realign itself with each step in ways
to perform a study comparing the pre- and
that current prosthetic components cannot. Every step that a patient
post-orthosis spinal curvature of patients
takes is unique and the self-aligning adapter will reduce the effects
treated with WCR orthosis management.
of prosthesis misalignment without the use of motors, batteries or
The results from this study will inform
microprocessors. The lightweight and customizable self-aligning adapter
patients and their parents of the type
exploits compliant structures, an approach directly suitable for 3D printof clinical outcome they can expect at
ing that allows for fabrication of complex designs. The inventor and chief
Ability P&O.
technology officer at Impulse Technology, Aman Haque, PhD, is excited
Infants who present with cranial
to combine his expertise with Ability’s experience to improve the lives of
asymmetries, categorized as plagiopatients with limb loss.
cephaly or brachycephaly, can experience correction when fit with a
cranial remolding orthosis (CRO).
There is a need for research
evidence to support the effectiveness of this treatment.
At Ability P&O, 3D cranial
FIGURE: THE PASSIVE SELF-ALIGNING ADAPTER FROM IMPULSE TECHNOLOGY USES 3D-PRINTED,
scans are recorded at regular
COMPLIANT MECHANISMS TO REDUCE MISALIGNMENT OF LOWER-LIMB PROSTHESES.
intervals to monitor the
progression of orthotic
Haque is also a professor of mechanical engineering at Pennsylvania State Univermanagement. Through
sity, and the partnership between academia, industry and clinical care providers will
another IRB-exempted
allow this research collaboration to deliver a solution that meets the greatest needs for
research protocol, Ability
persons with limb loss. Ability and Impulse Technology are planning a clinical trial that
will analyze the success
is expected to open for enrollment soon at an Ability P&O clinic location near you.
of CRO management
across its practice
This work is supported by the U.S. Army Medical Research and Materiel Command under
locations.
Contract No. W81XWH-18-C-0089. The views, opinions and/or findings contained in this report
are those of the author(s) and should not be construed as an official Department of the Army
position, policy or decision unless so designated by other documentation.
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Open Heel
Modification

Our newest innovation for
AFOs and SMOs offer pediatric
patients numerous benefits:
•
•
•

Increases proprioceptive input
Improves anterior weight shifts
Encourages development of
heel-toe gait pattern

Download order
forms and learn
more about the open
heel modification at
Surestep.net

surestep.net | 877.462.0711

AbilityPO.com

n

(800) 455-0058

Pennsylvania
Exton
Corporate Headquarters
The Commons at Oaklands
660 West Lincoln Highway
Exton, PA 19341
p: (610) 873-6733
f: (610) 873-6735
Hanover
Hillside Medical Building
250 Fame Avenue
Entrance C, Suite 102
Hanover, PA 17331
p: (717) 337-2273
f: (717) 337-2285
Mechanicsburg
Fredricksen Center
2005 Technology Parkway, Suite 200
Mechanicsburg, PA 17050
p: (717) 458-8429
f: (717) 458-8437

York
960 South George Street
York, PA 17403
p: (717) 851-0156
f: (717) 851-0157

Maryland

Limerick
410 Linfield-Trappe Road, Suite 110
Royersford, PA 19468
p: (484) 932-5000
f: (484) 932-5003

North Carolina
Asheville
3 Walden Ridge Drive, Suite 400
Asheville, NC 28803
p: (828) 252-0331
f: (828) 252-9764

Frederick
73 Thomas Johnson Drive, Suite B
Frederick, MD 21702
p: (301) 698-4692
f: (301) 698-4693
Hagerstown
246 Eastern Boulevard N., Suite 100
Hagerstown, MD 21740
p: (301) 790-3636
f: (301) 790-3644
Rockville
15200 Shady Grove Road, Suite 102
Rockville, MD 20850
p: (240) 261-4229
f: (240) 261-4489

Charlotte
309 South Sharon Amity Road, Suite 104
Charlotte, NC 28211
p: (704) 372-7660
f: (704) 372-7659

Follow us:

Lifenhanced

Events
January 15-19, 2019

January 21, 2019

Adaptive Ski Week

Limb Disassembly Day

Beech Mountain Resort, North Carolina

Beginning at 1 p.m.

The 37th Annual DSUSA SPARC Beech Mountain
Adaptive Learn to Ski/Snowboard event is the oldest and
largest adaptive alpine snow sport gathering in the South
associated with Disabled Sports USA SPARC chapter for
individuals with disabilities, according to Al Kaye, event
coordinator. This year participants will come from all over
the Southeast and includes those with visual impairment,
neurological impairment, and congenital disabilities, brain
and spinal injuries, stroke survivors, and amputees.
To register contact Kaye at akaye@covhlth.com, or call
865-331-1353.
For more information, call 828-387-2011, or visit
www.beechmountainresort.com.

USciences IPEX Building, 45th and Woodland Avenue,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104
Ability P&O is dedicated to providing relief for hundreds
of people with amputations in developing countries by
hosting another Limb Disassembly Day. USciences and
Ability will honor Martin Luther King Day of Service by
hosting this event. The students and faculty from the
department of physical therapy will also dedicate their
time and talent. Ability will also partner with the Range of
Motion Project (ROMP), a nonprofit, for-impact healthcare
organization providing prosthetic and orthotic care.
For details about Limb Disassembly Day, call the
Exton, Pennsylvania office at 610-873-6733, or email
julie.mcculley@abilitypo.com.

Similar events are regularly held at Ability locations.
Call your local office for more information or visit AbilityPO.com.

